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~Are you ready to meet Adam and Bethany…?~

'The Deal' is the story of Bethany Drake and her twist of fate journey with Adam Blaire. ~

It was the perfect deal… ‘Sex, devoid of emotion.’ No commitment, no dating, no romance, no intimacy, or
courting nonsense… Sex! Pleasure! Pure and simple. Without the tangled ties! How could they possibly go
wrong?

On a business flight from LAX to Toronto, Bethany Drake has the delightful, though unexpected, fortune of
being seated next to gorgeous and boldly exciting Adam Blaire—the most sought after divorce attorney in
Beverly Hills, with a steadfast belief against commitment and/or monogamy.

Bethany, a successful graphic designer with her own agency, has never been very successful in the
relationship department, and her recent breakup has left her sworn off men. But the gorgeous man beside her
draws her in, compels a trust in him that she just can’t deny, and she throws caution to the wind.

After an illicit encounter midair, the two end up sharing a blissful night of ecstasy in a Toronto hotel suite,
which leaves them with an appetite for each other, and a brainstorm…when neither is able to get the other
out from under their skin.

The deal: ‘Sex, devoid of any emotion or connection, other than pure, raw pleasure.

It seems a win win.

They set to deliciously agreeing to the rules, while in bed, naked, armed with a tube of lipstick, chocolate
sauce, and an iPad, for photographic proof. With a clear price set, the consequence, if emotions should come
into play… They’ll simply walk away. Deal’s off!

What they do not plan for, or expect, are the intimate moments that sneak in between the sex. The ease of
comfort between them… The connection… Their soul deep need for the other…

The man simply nuzzles his way into every crevice of her life.

**Warning ~ This book is intended for readers age 18 and above. ~

In addition to 'The Deal' Deborah Ann is the Author of the Adult Contemporary romance 'Memory Betrayal'
and the Young Adult Series 'The Destiny Series' ~ 'Destiny' bk1 & 'Fate's Path' bk2.

Happily Ever After!
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From reader reviews:

Wayne Santiago:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time?
That's why, you can choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent their own spare
time to take a move, shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book
entitled The Deal? Maybe it is to get best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time
together with your favorite's book, you can wiser than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you
have some other opinion?

Graciela Tubbs:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them friends
and family or their friend. Do you know? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, as well
as playing video games all day long. If you wish to try to find a new activity that is look different you can
read a book. It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book you read you can spent 24 hours a day
to reading a e-book. The book The Deal it is very good to read. There are a lot of people who recommended
this book. These folks were enjoying reading this book. In case you did not have enough space to create this
book you can buy the actual e-book. You can m0ore very easily to read this book from your smart phone.
The price is not to fund but this book features high quality.

Tracey Egan:

Are you kind of active person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
ability or thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book when
compared with can satisfy your short time to read it because this all time you only find e-book that need
more time to be go through. The Deal can be your answer since it can be read by a person who have those
short spare time problems.

Jason Valladares:

Reading a publication make you to get more knowledge from this. You can take knowledge and information
coming from a book. Book is composed or printed or illustrated from each source which filled update of
news. With this modern era like right now, many ways to get information are available for a person. From
media social including newspaper, magazines, science book, encyclopedia, reference book, story and comic.
You can add your understanding by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to open your book? Or
just trying to find the The Deal when you necessary it?
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